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Abstract
Modern communication systems are probable to surface new challenges while introducing innovative fronts concerning context consciousness
in wireless networks. The main outcome behind this expected technological jump will be a whole novel set of intuiting aptitudes forecasted for
Fifth Generation (5G) enabled devices. In line with 5G, Software De�ned Networking (SDN) is also rising as an intrinsically novel phenomenon.
SDN is an unconventional methodology and key technology in modern communication. SDN maintains favorable novelty about network
programmability, where network administration is permitted with extraordinary intellections. SDN architecture has the prospective to allow,
simplify or augment security implementations in network through instantly reprogrammable centralized view of the data plane. In the near
future, 5G and SDN will ripe mobile communication through the development of state-of-the-art implementations such as a smart city, advanced
military security, modern national defense, intelligent tra�c, etc.; thereby, these emerging mobile communication concepts invoke various
signi�cant topics, where security is a paramount implication. Therefore, we initiate our focus from basic architecture of 5G and SDN. Next, we
analyze security requirements, solutions and challenges in joint paradigm of 5G and SDN. Further, considering the modern communication
technological shift, we discuss future trends and research directions in the joint era of 5G and SDN technologies.

1. Introduction
The unremitting growth in the capacity and aspects of data apprehended by technological advancements has shaped diversi�ed �ow of data in
either organized or unorganized format such as the rise of social media, Internet of Things (IoTs) for Healthcare [1] and huge multimedia
communications. Indeed, the rapid expansion of the Internet industry is considerably dependent on communication system speed, which has
emerged as a critical steering factor for the advancement in computer networks [2]. Scienti�c advancements are rapidly changing the
information technology; thereby computer networks are expanding towards incorporation, dissemination, modi�cation and intelligence [3]. The
pillar behind this anticipated technological hop will be an entire novel set of aptitudes forecasted for Fifth Generation (5G) communication [4].
5G is encapsulating all advanced emerging technologies like Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) [5]. Within the near future, 5G will reap portable
communication organized through the advancement of inventive executions such as smart city, smart grid system, advanced military security
etc. So, it is considered fundamental to boost the organized engineering of 5G technology. Likewise, Software De�ned Networking (SDN)
technology is expanding eminently everywhere globally due to its programmable [6], economical, agile, robust and consolidated networking. 5G
is more complex and harder to manage as compared to conventional computer telecommunications and satellite communication systems. SDN
is a potential organized design that abridges the operational complexities of the Conventional Networking (CN) worldview by isolating the
control plane and information plane. Network Architecture, agility and security are major stack holders among several signi�cant fundamentals
for emerging future networks as per the technological engagement of 5G and SDN [7]. Extremely pertinent and challenging requirements are
emerging in line with the advancement in network communication technologies, whereas introducing innovative approaches towards setting
awareness within the networks. The provision of huge tra�c is invoking various signi�cant topics, where security is of paramount signi�cance
in modern networks [8]. The gathering of these advanced characteristics can give development to an unusual type of security protocols and
architectures. From the security perception, SDN parts security concerns into the control and information plane, thereby this innovative re-
composition brings fortifying openings and challenges. Virtualization-based concepts such as Network Function Virtualization (NFV), Cloud
Computing (CC), Mobile Edge Computing (MEC), Network Slicing (NS) and Virtual Machine (VM) framework are widely presented as foundation
for success in 5G communication [9]. The general understanding is that SDN pro�ciencies will inevitably result in updated security usage in
advanced portable devices in 5G. Concurring to [10], the progressing procedures of Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS) threats in SDN-based
advances amid the enormous communication activity in cutting edge applications permit us to understand the potential security requirement of
5G innovations [11]. It is exceptionally critical to analyze the restrictions of conventional and SDN-based systems with respect to the 5G based
network engineering, issues and challenges of securing SDN controllers [12]. Attacks on SDN and SDN-based defense operation to counter cyber
threats are extensively pursued research topics. Optimized SDN controller placement in SDN-enabled Integrated Satellite-Terrestrial Networks
(ISTNs) can minimize the average failure probability of Satellite-based SDN (SSDN) control paths [13]. Various opportunities and challenges will
arise in the joint era of 5G and SDN technologies, as depicted in Fig. 1.

1.1 Related Previous Works
According to our knowledge, most recent works in the research publications contain various comparisons and discussion on SDN-based 5G
technologies but rarely contain security perspectives as well. However, none has presented a focused review on the joint security paradigm
emerging in 5G and SDN. For example, NFV security and threat analysis is presented in [14], but 5G elements require further detailed
deliberations. [10] presented a detailed survey on DDoS attacks and related threats in SDN-related emerging era where as aspects related to 5G
networking are not discussed. 5G interference Management: Requirement, Challenges and future direction are discussed in [15]. However,
security perspective-based implementation and corresponding challenges are not discussed. [16] discussed 5G mm-wave challenges, but
Security aspects with respect to SDN and IoTs need to be addressed primarily regarding millimeter Wave (mm-Wave) challenges. 5G
applications are discussed in [17, 18]; however, all related elements in emerging commination need further discussion, especially security
elements and SDN. The study in [12] discussed SDN fundamental architectural elements, challenges and solutions but the security perspective
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and SDN relation with the emerging 5G paradigm needs further deliberation. The survey [19] covers security aspects with respect to SDN,
however, detailed security analysis and impact of 5G paradigm require further discussion. Likewise, discussion in [20] covers SDN architecture,
challenges, and security aspects focusing on SDN, but corresponding issues with 5G are also required to be discussed. SDN scalability,
reliability and security of SDN controller in covered in [21], but the survey does not provide impact, requirement, challenges and solutions for
SDN with respect to 5G. Similarly, an overview of SDN-based Cyber defense along with SDN-based security solutions is discussed in [22]
however, key emerging player i.e. 5G security is discussed in [23] but fundamental emerging technologies requires focus with respect to security
in SDN. [24] only explains the essential and underlying concept of SDN with structural design by separating the data plan and control plan from
each other, giving a �exible environment to both the vender and network operators, but aspects related to 5G are not included. [25] presented a
detailed comprehensive survey on NS in 5G; however, review on SDN-related common areas, architectural elements and security perspectives are
lacked. Thereby, none of the previously referenced literature work presents a comprehensive security perspective with respect to all primary
fundamental architectural elements in emerging mobile communication networks. Various survey papers and research articles cover the subject
aspects with partial focus on selective areas.

1.2 Scope and Contributions
The aim of this survey is to present a security centric assessment of emerging joint technological paradigm in 5G and SDN. Therefore, we
comprehensively review 5G architectural elements, security and progression in the course of network virtualization through SDN. We initiate our
discussions from the advancements and key elements in 5G mobile communication. Thereafter, we present a Con�dentiality, Integrity,
Authentication, Availability and Access Control (CIA3) centric foundational security analysis [26] of 5G technology. With a similar proposition, we
inline a similar systematic review on SDN. Further, we analyze SDN-based mechanisms against dominant security situations in networks. We
provide a review on the enhancements in network operations due to different high-tech integrated essentials of 5G and SDN. Moreover, this
paper contains a detailed analysis of 5G security based on emerging network technology concepts. We also present the open-ended problems
and future research prospects in the joint era of 5G and SDN technologies. Table 1 provides a comparative overview of previous related works
with respect to the scope of this survey. We summarize our contributions as follows:

We provided a comprehensive introduction of 5G communication concepts. Further, we provided an overview of emerging trends in primary
architectural areas related to the implementation of 5G technology. We provided a summarized overview of our 5G review in Table 3.

We discussed the 5G security paradigm through CIA3 based analysis. We reviewed the prevailing threats and solutions in 5G regarding each
security fundamental element in CIA3. We summarized our review of CIA3 analysis on 5G as Table 4.

We described the latest research in SDN basic architectural elements through discussion as well as a pictorial overview of primary elements
and concepts related to SDN implementation. For a brief, we summarized our discussion in Table 5.

We reviewed the latest security trends in SDN regarding the CIA3 based security analysis model. We discussed the latest solutions and
challenges of SDN with respect to CIA3 requirements. Moreover, we also summarized our review as Table 6.

We discussed the implementation and solution related to the joint paradigm of 5G and SDN. We discussed the merger of the CIA3 security
domain of SDN and 5G through a graphical overview in Fig. 5.

We discussed the latest research for joint implementation of SDN and 5G in the security domain. We provided as a pictorial overview of the
prevailing research scenario as Fig. 6. We also summarized our discussion of this portion in Table 7.

We reviewed the research works related to joint implementation of 5G and SDN with emerging communication technology related concepts,
including NVF, MEC and NS. Moreover, we discussed security issues related to these emerging trends. We summarized this portion in
Table 8.

Finally, we provided a brief discussion on the latest research directions related to 5G and SDN, along with a summary in Table 9.
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Table 1
A comparative overview of related previous works and Scope of this Survey

Contributions and
Covered Scope

[14]

2018

[10]

2019

[12]

2019

[19]

2019

[25]

2019

[17]

2020

[20]

2020

[23]

2020

[24]

2020

[22]

2021

[21]

2021

[16]

2021

[16]

2021

[15]

2021

5G Architecture X X X X 0 √ X X X X X √ √ √

5G Fundamental
Features

X X X X √ √ X 0 0 X X √ √ √

5G Security Analysis X X X X 0 0 X 0 0 X X 0 X 0

5G CIA3 Security
Analysis

X X X X X X X X X X X 0 X X

SDN Architecture √ √ √ √ √ 0 √ X √ √ √ 0 X X

SDN Primary
Features

√ √ √ √ 0 X √ 0 √ √ √ X X X

SDN Security
Analysis

√ 0 0 √ X X √ 0 √ √ √ X X X

SDN CIA3 Security
Analysis

X X X X X X X X 0 X X X X X

Joint effects of 5G
and SDN
technologies

X X X X 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 X X

Joint security of 5G
and SDN
technologies

X X X X 0 X X 0 0 0 X 0 X X

5G and SDN
related
technologies

NVF X X X √ X 0 X X X X 0 X X X

MEC X X X √ X 0 X X X X 0 X X X

CC X X X √ X 0 X X X X 0 X X 0

NS X X X √ X 0 X X X X 0 X X X

5G and
Security in
SDN related
technologies

NVF X X X 0 X X X X X X 0 X X X

MEC X X X 0 X X X X X X 0 X X X

CC X X X 0 X X X X X X 0 X X 0

NS X X X 0 X X X X X X 0 X X X

Research Directions
in joint era of 5G
and SDN

X X X X 0 0 X 0 0 0 X 0 X X

Annotations:

“√” indicates that concepts are covered comprehensively

“0” indicates that scope is partially covered

“X” indicates that scope is not covered

1.3 Paper Structure and Organization
The rest of this survey is organized as follows: We start our review with a discussion on architectural elements and primary concepts of 5G
technology along with CIA3 based 5G security analysis in Section 2. Section 3 contains a review on SDN technology in the lines as for 5G in
Section 2. In Section 4 we elaborate the joint paradigm of SDN and 5G security. Section 5 contains a discussion on SDN-related modern
concepts in 5G networks such as NFV, MEC, CC and NS. In the second last Section 6 we presented the latest trends, challenges and research
directions in the joint era of 5G and SDN. Thereby, the survey is concluded in Section 7. Therefore, we adapted a systematic parallel research
approach with stage-wise merger of 5G and SDN. Figure 2 depicts the overall structure and organization of this paper. Table 2 provides
commonly used acronyms in this paper.
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Table 2
A list of commonly used acronyms in this paper.

Abb. De�nition Abb. De�nition

5G Fifth Generation MNA Mobile Network Application

SDN Software-De�ned Networking API Application Program Interface

IoTs Internet of Things OpenPATH Open aPplication Aware software-de�ned
swiTcHing

AI Arti�cial Intelligence ONOS Open Network Operating System

CN Conventional Networking MitM Man in the Middle

NFV Network Function Virtualization HTTP Hyper Text Terminal Protocol

CC Cloud Computing SSL Secure Socket Layer

MEC Mobile Edge Computing THP The Hidden Pattern

NS Network Slicing ADS Anomaly Detection schemes

VM Virtual Machine E-ABAC Extended Attributes Based Access Control

DDoS Distributed Denial of Service COTS Common Commercial Off The Shelf

SSDN Satellite-based SDN Intel SGX Intel Software Guard Extensions

mm-
Wave

millimeter Wave NSFV Network Security Function Virtualization

PAPR Peak to Average Power Ratio E2E End to End

NR New Radio D2D Device to Device

6G Sixth communications FMEC Fog and Mobile-Edge Computing

3GPP 3rd Generation Partnership Project MCC Mobile Cloud Computing

LTE Long Term Evolution P2P Peer to Peer

eMBB enhanced Mobile Broad Band RAN Radio Access Network

MIMO Multiple Input Multiple Output NGMN Next Generation Mobile Network

mMTC massive Machine Type Communication THz Tera-Hertz

QoS Quality of Service GoS Grade-of-Service

RFID Radio Frequency Identi�cation Device IoV Internet of Vehicle

URLLC Ultrareliable Reliable Low Latency TDMA Time Division Multiple Access

UAV Unmanned Aerial Vehicle GFA Grant Free Access

CI Close-In ML Machine Learning

FI Floating Intercept RLF Radio Link Failure

UEs User Equipment’s SVM Support Vector Machine

RAT Radio Access Technology LSTM Long Short Term Memory

AHP Analytical Hierarchical Approach NAS Non-Access Stratum

AS Adaptive-Sleep AS Access Stratum

NOMA Non Orthogonal Multiple Access uMTC ultra-reliable Machine Type-Communication

B5G Beyond 5G SaaS Security-as-a-Service

CIA3 Con�dentiality, Integrity, Authentication, Availability and
Access Control

ABA-IDS Abnormal Behavior Analysis-Intrusion Detection
System

EUA Edge User Allocation ONF Open Network Foundation

SDH Synchronous Digital Hierarchy LTs Light-trails
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2. Fifth Generation Communication
Rapid expansion in the digital transformation of communication segments is driven by the 5G mobile communication among diverse sectors,
including �nance, transport, health etc. Freeze of 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) Release 15 and the conclusion of the �rst phase of
5G until the end of 2018 are counted as an essential milestone as per business necessities, New Radio (NR), network framework, and network
composition. The next inline, Release 17 and Release 18 are concerned with protocol, improvements in service and placement pragmatics [27],
transforming to the Next Generation of mobile communications (6G). 3GPP Release 18 would impact earlier features after 5G expands and
establishes around the world. Initial services associated with 5G are enhanced Mobile Broadband (eMBB) services [28] that also simultaneously
exist with Long Term Evolution (LTE) for coverage requirements with Network Radio. Radios with Arti�cial Intelligence (AI) and the main network
can create centralized intelligence to enhance diversi�ed wireless networks utilization [29]. 5G would require reducing delay and improving
consistency for services extending ahead of edge or private networks. 5G may also boost a tighter integration with diverse network sections
containing edge framework and accelerate network coverage, allowing a simpler structure and management of new applications and services.
5G is anticipated to augment Network Radios and mm-Wave manipulating a broader spectrum of frequencies from sub-6 GHz to 300 GHz. An
outline of Network Radio implementation schemes, involving innovative waveform, frame con�gurations and improved radio elements are
described in [30]. 5G will overlay centralized cell-less coverage related to users and investigate beyond the use of virtual radio control, non-line-
of-sight ecosystems of mm-Wave and optical technology in wireless networks.

3GPP Release 17 creates augmentations to Network Radios for unlicensed frequency band, massive Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO), and
a low data rate communication in industry, mentioned as NR-Light [27]. The scenarios evolving with 5G emergence as depicted in Fig. 3 are 1)
“enhanced Mobile Broad Band (eMBB)” that supplements 4G broadband competencies, attainment of 100 Mbps characteristic data rates and
ultimate data rates well above 1 Gbps. 2) “massive Machine Type Communication (mMTC)” that signi�es IoT utilization in emergent paradigm
currently with 4G LTE, but at relatively highly dense levels. It also aims to handle enormous applications span in 4G LTE that surfaced several
demanding Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [31]. Likewise, the generally familiar characteristics of 5G are the ability to serve up to
1 million / km² devices, 10 times enhanced compared to 4G. The types and quantity of all these devices is dependent on expansion in IT
development; however, smart cities are a common case. 5G also contains a 100-times improvement in energy e�cacy, resulting in appreciably
extended life for battery-based devices, like environmental sensors or �tness bands and Radio Frequency Identi�cation Device (RFID) tags [32].
3) “Ultrareliable Reliable Low Latency” (URLLC) that transforms applications time framework in a way that was previously unachievable. It is
also revolutionizing mobile networks through autonomous transport systems, industrial automation, innovative mobile telemedicine system, etc.

5G technological modern aims are associated with certain key requirements. 5G technology is being designed to have the potential for
compliance with all use cases of modern communication scenarios. Therefore, 5G is gaining considerable momentum from multiple domains
like governments, industry, academia and researcher [33]. Several solutions and implantation are emerging on the surface through literature,
projects, informal ideas, etc. Prominent elements in this area, including mm-Wave utilization, e�cient handover, bandwidth management,
massive connectivity and ultra-low latencies, are discussed in subsequent paragraphs. Similarly, these reviewed primary elements of 5G
technology are summarized in Table 3.

2.1 mm-Wave Utilization
Several implementations are suggested by various researchers regarding the utilization of mm-Wave for 5G. The primary challenge faced by
mm-Wave in 5G is path loss. Various models of Close-In (CI) and Floating Intercept (FI) can be utilized for comparative analysis of 5G mm-wave
path loss [34]. 5G can enable 100kmph transmission and beam tracking through a beam tracking algorithm-based RF front architecture [35].
Moreover, 5G provisions use of congestion control algorithm to handle massive application data through mm-Wave [36]. Unmanned Aerial
Vehicles (UAV) mm-Wave communication challenge can be counter through 5G based MIMO system [37]. However, mm-Wave utilization
surfaces several constraints such as coverage problems and hardware utilization. Hybrid beam forming unconventional antenna and is a
potential solution to counter coverage problem in Base Station and User Equipment’s (UEs) [38]. Employment of advanced baseband algorithms
in 5G architecture can improve software/hardware performance [39].

2.2 E�cient Handover
E�cient handover is a primary requirement in 5G network employment for selection and shift among stations. Various techniques and
algorithms can be used for challenging 5G scenarios in handover. Handover control is dependent on thresholding limits at signal level received
by mobile devices; therefore, e�cient thresholding algorithms are employable for improved handover performance in Radio Access Technology
(RAT) selection in 5G [40]. Similarly, Analytical Hierarchical Approach (AHP) [41] and analysis algorithms [42] for RAT selection outperform the
traditional A2A4 RAT selection with improved e�ciency, reduced latency and less packet loss. Likewise, [43] proposed two distinct energy-saving
schemes called, Adaptive-Sleep (AS), sectorization Adaptive Hybrid (AH) partitioning schemes for localized mobile networks using smart
antenna systems. In this solution, a spatial Poisson process-based generic base model reduces the system intricacy and enhances the adaptive
antenna's beam angle adjustment �exibility, termed a Smart Antenna (SA).
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2.3 Bandwidth Management
One of the key functional challenge in ultra-dense 5G communication is e�cient interference centric bandwidth management [44]. 5G also has
the capacity to utilize the Visible Light Communication framework for the handover process to avoid saturation issues of Radio Frequencies
[45]. Non Orthogonal Multiple Access (NOMA) based approaches are considered suitable for addressing the increased receiver complexity due
to successive interference cancellation requirements. Simulations show that cooperative NOMA substantially improves the diversity gain and
data rates in Beyond 5G (B5G) networks [46]. Similarly, a pre-coded NOMA system outperforms the conventional NOMA through Peak to
Average Power Ratio (PAPR) minimization [47].

2.4 Massive Connectivity
Massive connectivity is considered a hallmark characteristic of 5G technology. This area has created various unconventional approaches along
with several challenges and opportunities. Edge User Allocation (EUA) is one the challenges faced by 5G [48]. Unconventional approaches like
decentralized game theory are suitable for baseline architecture in EUA based massive connectivity handling issues [49]. Other linked areas of
massive connectivity handling are e�cient and robust routing mechanisms and beamforming schemes [50]. The evolving and extensively
related research concept for e�cient routing is the MEC-based routing algorithm in 5G for improved resource and access management. This
strategy outperforms the Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) as well.

2.5 Low Latencies
The outstanding impact of 5G has attracted several advanced and mission-critical scenarios into a common sphere. In a wholistic scenario, the
integrated performance of URLLC and eMBB is critically dependent on attaining low latency communication [51]. 5G low latencies requirements
are pursued in literature through various techniques such as Grant Free Access (GFA), caching\ edge computing, dynamic multiplexing,
intelligent scheduling and Machine Learning (ML) [52]. Similarly, zero downtime edge computing techniques are emerging to address the ultra-
low latency streaming challenges in 5G communication [53]. Likewise, edge caching is emerged as a potent solution to address the data
requests of mobile users at a �rst end to e�ciently minimize latencies and improve the QoS of mobile users [54, 55].

2.6 Link Reliability
It is evident that seamless adoption of 5G technology is extremely dependent on the maintenance of network-wide link reliability. The emerging
approaches in this regard are data replication, �nite block length, multi-connectivity, multicast, network coding and channel control [51]. Deep
learning-based link adaptation is one of the latest techniques in this domain. [56] presents a novel mapping method to compress highly multi-
dimensional 5G transmissions into low multi-dimensions with bearable information loss to improve link reliability. One of the challenging
associated problems of link reliably in 5G is Radio Link Failure (RLF). [57] proposed employment of ML for RLF prediction through correlation of
Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Long Short Term Memory (LSTM).
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Table 3
5G Challenges, Solutions & Outcome

Ref. Year Area Challenges Solutions Outcome

[35] 2020 mm-Wave
utilization

RF Front End Architecture design Beam-tracking
Algorithm

A beam Tracking Technique

[36] 2020 Integration with 3GPP Congestion Control
Algorithm

Execution Estimation of E2E communication

[39] 2019 Bidirectional channeled
performance

Baseband
Algorithm

Software & hardware Compatibility and better
�exibility

[50] 2018 Path Loss Beam forming High data rates & improved massive
connectivity

[38] 2019 Coverage Problem Hybrid beam
forming

Unconventional antenna solution for Base
Station and UEs

[37] 2021 UAV mm-Wave

communication

UAV MIMO System Delivers massive assistance in steadiness,
robustness, and spectral e�ciency

[40] 2019 E�cient
Handover

A new RAT without any
thresholding is unfavorable to the
system resources

A thresholding
approach for RAT
selection

Improves the performance of the system and
reduces the handover

[41] 2018 Selection criteria of RATs AHP The scheme outperforms the traditional A2A4
selection process of RAT

[42] 2020 Bandwidth
Management

Time distribution in channel
selection

Analysis Algorithm Higher e�ciency, reduced latency and packet
loss

[45] 2016 Saturation issues of Radio
Frequencies

Visible Light
Communication
framework

Improved handover process

[46] 2021 Massive
Connectivity

NOMA Complexity Cooperative
relaying scheme

The scheme shows higher diversity gain and
improved data rate with cooperative NOMA
system

[47] 2019 PAPR minimization Pre-coded NOMA
system

Improved the performance of conventional
NOMA

[49] 2021 EUA Decentralized
game-theoretic
approach

Suggestively outpaces several advanced and
baseline methods

[58] 2021 Resource and access management MEC-based routing
algorithm

Outperforms the

TDMA based scheme

[53] 2020 Low
Latencies

Zero downtime Edge computing
technique

Ultra-low latency streaming in 5G

[54,
55]

2018

2014

Data requests of mobile users Edge caching Minimized latencies and improved the QoS

[56] 2021 Link
Reliability

Link Adaptation Deep Learning Improve link reliability

[57] 2021 RLF ML RLF prediction

2.7 Security in Fifth Generation Communication
Wireless technology classi�cations are not primarily restricted to classic phone-based audio and video communication. In the same fashion,
phreaking is not restricted to the theft of general data [59]. Currently, it is transformed into immense cybercrime nexuses with distinct monetary,
political and personal objectives [60]. 5G paradigm has opened up widespread research challenges for developers [61]. Moreover, 5G network
has substantial security challenges due to numerous connections between the devices [62]. Subsequently [63, 64], the researchers have uni�ed
content perceptibility and centrally control policy to improve security and fortify vital data related to applications, users, and network
functionality. CIA3 is a widely adopted security analysis model for categorizing threats and corresponding solutions. CIA3 based threat
landscape of modern 5G mobile communication is shown in Figure 4. In subsequent paragraphs, we cover 5G security related research
landscape into CIA3 segments along with summary in Table 4.
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2.7.1 Con�dentiality in 5G
Con�dentiality of user data is one of the primary security goals in the 5G security model. It is the attribute that can guard data communication
from getting exposed to malicious elements and from passive security occurrences. In both the security schemes of 4G-LTE and 5G
architectures, users must be restricted to authorized data only [65]. We categories con�dentiality related threats in thirteen types, which includes,
Man-in-the-Middle (MitM) Threat [66], parallel session Threat [67], replay Threat [68], eavesdropping Threat [69], collaborated Threat [70],
distributed threat [71], tracing Threat [72], spoo�ng Threat [73], privacy Threat [74], adaptive chosen text Threat [75], impersonation Threat [76],
stalking Threat [77], sni�ng threat [78] and disclosure Threat [79]. In 5G compatible data applications (e.g., autonomous vehicles [80], real-time
health monitoring [81], etc.), the standard data encryption algorithms are generally employed to ensure data con�dentiality. In standard practice,
one private key is used to perform encryption and decryption functions of 5G data through symmetric key algorithms. According to [82], high
reliance on large-scale deployed sensors has signi�cantly increased the security risk due to IoT integration with 5G. To guarantee the privacy of
user’s data gathered by cloud and improved data streaming, both linear and nonlinear models are recommended to be addressed by
implementing a private Unscented Kalman �lter [82].

2.7.2 Integrity in 5G
Integrity is generally de�ned as the prevention of altering and forfeiture of information during communication from one point to another.
Integrity-related threats can be segregated into �ve types: Message append threats[83], message alteration threats [84], Selective message
hampering threat [85], tampering threat [86] and spam related threats [87]. Non-Access Stratum (NAS) and Access Stratum (AS) are used for 4G
LTE integrity protection [88]. Non-Access Stratum (NAS) and Access Stratum (AS) are used for 4G LTE integrity protection [88]. However, the
major distinction of 5G NR is integrity protection entailment at the user plane as well. This is noteworthy since integrity forti�cation of the
application plane is not provisioned in 4G. It is one of the desired features of resource-constrained 5G enabled IoT devices.

2.7.3 Authentication in 5G
This category includes �ve types of threats:, smart card based threats [89], partial collision based threats [90], forgery based threats [91],
dictionary based threats [92] and parameters reuse based threats [93]. With the focus on authentication mechanism, [94] have suggested an
authenticated key formation system founded on signatures for 5G enabled IoTs. The suggested method is analogous to some of the other
techniques and certi�ed for security by resorting to Burrows-Abadi-Needham logic, conventional and uno�cial security evaluation via
automated validation of application tools and internet security protocol. [95] proposed the requirement of the necessary security factor in IoT for
ensuring authentication and authorization. Moreover, integrity-protected signaling is used in the 5G authentication mechanism. This guarantees
that no unauthorized entity can alter or access the data transported wirelessly [96].

2.7.4 Availability in 5G
This categorization contains Seven types of threats, which includes, Redirection threat [97], physical threat [98], Distributed Denial of Service
(DDoS) [99], Denial of Service (DoS [100]), First In First Out (FIFO) threat [101], Free riding threat [102] and skimming threat [103]. 5G paradigm
ensures that legitimate users are provided with uninhibited network availability, thereby it established reputation on service provider. It
simultaneously estimates the reliability of the network infrastructure to counter active security incidents, e.g., Denial of Service (DoS) attack.
Network performance is seriously affected by a DoS attack. [72] indicated that 95–99.99% network availability can be ensured through the
primary speci�cations bench marks of 5G, including eMBB and ultra-reliable Machine Type-Communication (uMTC). 5G based Network
architecture is expected to ensure availability at a high probability of effectiveness.

2.7.5 Access Control in 5G
It is pertinent to discuss that the existing 3GPP 4G security scheme cannot seamlessly meet requirements of the modern 5G ecosystem as they
are based on the traditional trust model of operators and subscribers. Thus, modern novelties necessitate a centralized security policies
architecture to empower users to access network resources and applications conveniently. This category includes phishing [104], cloning [105],
birthday [106] and social engineering [107]. [108] suggested a security-centric policy management framework to assist centralized security
policy implementation scheme in 5G. Moreover, Security-as-a-Service (SaaS) can be enabled by operators as a prospective service to a number
of IoT customers. A centrally controlled policy for assessing susceptibilities and lightly secured areas is desirable for the concerns of privacy,
reliance and secrecy in distributed 5G based IoT networks [109]. The traditional requirement of secure network environment can be substantially
addressed through centralized access control. Therefore, implementation of wide-ranging End-to-End security strategies are dominating security
requirements in 5G networks. Further, these strategies should include the network architecture at all levels like signaling, data, and application
levels [110]. Comprehensive access control and check at all levels in the network are the foundation to instrument a �awless security scheme.
5G necessitates a state or the art implementation of security framework like Abnormal Behavior Analysis-Intrusion Detection System (ABA-IDS)
[93].
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Table 4
Focused areas & Solutions for 5G Security

Ref. Year Focused Areas Solutions

[65] 2020 Con�dentiality Restricted user access to authorized data only

[80] [81] 2021, 2018 Standard data encryption algorithms

[82] 2018 Private Unscented Kalman �lter

[88] 2019 Integrity Integrity protection at the user plane.

[95] 2020 Authentication De�nite Requirement of security factor

[94] 2020 Key formation system

[96] 2018 Integrity-protected signaling approach

[111] 2018 Availability Assurance of availability

[110] 2020 Access Control Centralized visibility End-to-End security strategies

[108] 2020 Security centric policy management framework

[81] 2018 ABA-IDS in IoT smart water system

3. Software De�ned Networking
Software De�ned Network was o�cially recommended by Stanford University in 2009 [112, 113]. It is a way forward for network structural
design and functional mode. Currently, the SDN framework [114] suggested by the Open Network Foundation (ONF) comprises three
components: application layer, control layer, and facilities layer. In order to make the network control programmable and more �exible, the
concept of OpenFlow [115] was introduced that provides proper interfacing between the planes. In SDN design, as shown in Fig. 5, the highest
component is the application layer, which includes a range of distinct commercial and private applications. The middle layer, i.e. control layer, is
liable for apportioning assets [38], providing the network details and state data. In the entire scheme, the SDN controller has the global vision of
the network to control the network terminals and the software information [116]. The lowest layer is the infrastructure layer that accomplishes
data handing, forwarding and state collection. Two types of Application Program Interface (API) are used between the three mentioned SDN
layers. North bound API is between application layer and control layer. Similarly, South bound API is used between the control and infrastructure
layers. The API interfaces between these layers are also a signi�cant fragment of the SDN design. Network infrastructure equipment can help
extract state information acquisition using the southbound controller interface. OpenFlow is a prominent south bound API protocol. Moreover, it
utilizes Open Standard Interface to provision services to the control layer. This scheme assistances the infrastructure layer equipment to accept
control information. ONF has been introduced as an open OpenFlow standard interface at the bottom layer [117]. Functionality of middle layer,
i.e. Control Layer, is to supply Mobile Network Application (MNA) resource information of the lower layer to the top layer [20, 118, 119]. SDN
architecture and routing is suitable for highly dynamic scenarios in vehicular communication due to �exibility, programmability and scalability
[120]. The emerging requirements related to SDN design, employment and various corresponding solutions are discussed in subsequent
paragraphs and same is summarized in Table 5.

3.1 Switching E�ciency
SDN framework called Open aPplication Aware software-de�ned swiTcHing framework (OpenPATH) is evolving with the claim of cost-effective
scalability, higher throughput and reduced latency [121]. Network splitting techniques are employed for e�cient load balancing in SDN
controllers [122]. Likewise, another dominating challenge is hardware processing power for massive switching in Virtual Network Functions
(VNFs) [123]. Traditional concept of keep alive message potentially reduces the redundant tra�c between SDN and switches [124].

3.2 Processing Power
Computing power is one of the prevailing limitations in the modern communication paradigm [125]. Hardware performance and scalability can
be addressed through programmable rules distribution schemes among independent SDN controllers [126]. A lightweight SDN controller
combined with an external SDN controller can be employed to address the processing limitation of embedded devices [127]. Virtualized Network
Tomography (NT) in the combination of SDN and In-band network telemetry [128] can be an e�cient network monitoring tool with low overhead
[126, 129].

3.3 Global Network View
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It is one of the most appreciated properties of SDN-based networks where a complete global view of all devices is available, resulting in an
e�cient next-generation communication era. In this novel SDN-based networking topology, it is imperative to develop new routing schemes and
algorithms [130] and especially, the employment of broadcast schemes is challenging in SDN [131].

3.4 Backward Compatibility
Technological advancement and modern requirements are facing de�ciency of a high maturity level in SDN-based standards; therefore, multiple
opensource projects like Open Network Operating System (ONOS) are initiated by organizations [132]. Conceptualization of SDN is a kind of
middleware system that translates commands into the required con�guration in legacy networking [133].

Table 5
SDN Challenges, Solutions & Outcomes

Ref. Year Area Challenges Solutions Outcomes

[121] 2021 Switching
E�ciency

Overloading of SDN controller OpenPATH Cost-effective scalability, greater
throughput, and reduced latency

[122] 2021 Load balancing among SDN
controllers

Network data�ow splitting
technique

Effective balanced network �ow and
reduced overhead

[126] 2021 Processing
Power

Intensive packet processing Programmable rules
distributed SDN controllers

Improves VNF capacity and saves
virtualization resources

[127] 2021 Embedded low-power devices Lightweight SDN controllers
on embedded hardware

Quanti�cation of the requirement for
employing an external controller

[129] 2021 E�cient monitoring NT NT together with SDN yields accurate
estimations with low overhead

[128] 2021 Timely network veri�cation In-band network telemetry Six times reduced overhead

[132] 2020 Backward
Compatibility

De�ciency of a high maturity
level in SDN-based standards

SDN-IP and ONOS SDN
controller

Minimum control path latency using
optimal path routing

[133] 2020 Vendor lock-in legacy devices Middleware system Translation of OpenFlow commands
into legacy networking

3.5 Security in Software De�ned Networking
SDN technology has seamless potential to empower modern networking through various revolutionized concepts. However, this new SDN-based
era has opened various security domains, challenges and opportunities. We cover SDN security scenarios related to the research landscape into
following CIA3 segments and summary in Table 6.

3.5.1 Con�dentiality in SDN
Any kind of communication without con�dentiality is susceptible to various unintentional or intentional threats to user data. Con�dentiality
bench marks the quality of secrecy and encryption in communication among endpoints, sensors and readers. Implementation of advanced
security mechanisms is critical for con�dentiality in next modern network technologies like SDN. Various innovative front-like blockchain
technology-based con�dentiality mechanisms are surfacing in SDN [134]. SDN-based security infrastructure has the potential to counter Man in
the Middle (MitM) attacks in wireless networks [135]. Links with SDN controllers are kept at dedicated lines to ensure con�dentiality [136].
Global view and improved network management of SDN provisions solutions for ensuring con�dentiality in devices that are only Hyper Text
Terminal Protocol (HTTP) capable [137]. Moreover, the global view of SDN enables network wide centralized control of encryption and key
management schemes [138]. The link between wireless SDN controllers and mobile switches must remain con�dential and secure [139]. Due to
no embedded security in north-bound API protocols, SDN is susceptible to sni�ng attacks. Thereby provisioning attacker with information about
network architecture. Therefore, Secure Socket Layer (SSL) encryption and public key certi�cate infrastructure are desired for connection
between controller and switches[140]. Similarly, Due to multi-vendor approaches and no standard or opens speci�cation for North bound APIs,
third-party services at the applications layer pose serious threat to user data and network con�dentiality in SDN [141]. SDNs provide Context-
based security mechanisms for enhancing network security and guaranteeing counters to MitM attacks [142]. In the SDN paradigm, MitM attack
is considered susceptible because of the subsidiary connection between the controller and switches; therefore, the controller to switches
communication is exposed. Thus, an invader can posture a representative node in the middle of the controller and switches to perform various
assaults such as hijacking a complete session, spoo�ng in DNS, black hole attack, and eavesdropping [143]. Similarly, In [144], various
advanced fog computing scenarios are highlighted, which will create several new security requirements. Therefore, IoT-Fog framework threat
analysis mechanisms are suitable for SDN security. Likewise, OpenFlow channel control can be used for countering the potential risks of MitM
attacks in SDN architecture [94].
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3.5.2 Integrity in SDN
Data integrity is an absolute requirement in all communication scenarios. SDN has provisioned various unconventional implementations for
guaranteeing data integrity in modern computer communication. [145] proposed a blockchain-based solution for ensuring integrity and tamper
resistance of log�les for SDN-based forensic analysis. [146] proposed SDN-based contextual data integrity model where SDN application
gathers context information from storage partitions to verify the context required. To detect the data integrity attacks in IoTs, roll forward
validation-based decision tree classi�cation is employed in [147]. However, SDN infrastructure has vulnerabilities related to compromised third-
party apps at application plan that can cause network malfunction and manipulation of network �ow. Therefore, �awless monitoring of network
data records is extremely necessary for the integrity of the network in an SDN environment [143]. Likewise, the south-bound API protocol,
OpenFlow, is also susceptible to degradation in data integrity, especially in wireless networks [148].

3.5.3 Authentication in SDN
The modern communication paradigm faces serious privacy concerns due to unauthorized smart gadgets and plain text-based authentication
schemes. SDN, a centralized and high-power computational architecture, can facilitate modern networks to successfully overcome the
challenges related to computational and processing requirements of strong authentication schemes [149]. SDN can potentially overcome
computing challenges in MEC-enabled resource-contained nodes [150]. SDN-based framework reduces overhead communication issues in
critical application related to smart grid system [151]. Global view of SDN provisions implementation of hierarchical authentication with in large
network [152, 153]. Software-based architecture of SDN has the ability to absorb all the traditional cryptographic solutions like hash tables, hash
functions etc. [154]. Flawless, heterogenous, backward compatible, and a global authentication scheme must be visualized for the SDN-based
network. Whereas, keeping in view the centrality of SDN controller, it is extremely mandatory to incorporate a strong authentication scheme.
[155] presented an unconventional authentication scheme called The Hidden Pattern (THP), a uni�ed implementation of graphics-based
password and digital challenge value to counter several authentication attacks in SDN. SDN is potential solution for security and authentication
in wireless body area networks due to distinct robustness centralized control and �exibility [156].

3.5.4 Availability in SDN
Availability is directly dependent on network ability to sustain all types of DoS. Global view of SDN provision implementation of various novel
DDoS detection schemes in combination with both traditional and unconventional technologies such as Information theoretic, ML and AI [157].
[158] proposed an ML-based DDoS detection scheme in an SDN environment. Devices have limited ability to apply standard security schemes in
mMTC communication, likewise, rouge nodes or the attacker can �ood wireless SDN controller with random forged packets. Therefore, various
Anomaly Detection schemes (ADS) are proposed to ensure the security of SDN controllers [159]. DDoS attack discovery in SDN is proposed in
[160] to secure and evaluate the evolving network design inspired by SDN layer topology through utilizing SVM model. As per [161, 162], SDN
controllers' discovery methods where expanding DDoS assaults can be caught on through deep learning and other ML approaches for
interruptive discovery in software-de�ned architectures. Presently, SDN supports moving forward the emerging technologies and novel
networking system [163–165] where different techniques are concentrating on identifying DDoS. SDN architecture characterizes security threats
into three categories: the threats related to the application, control, and data layers [20, 166]. In the SDN data layer, a huge number of packets
are sent to switches to perform the DoS attack through over�owing the buffer and the �ow table. In consequence, it will overload the buffer �ow
and the valid incoming packets will start dropping [167]. [168] suggests Counter-based DDoS Attack Detection (C-DAD) application for e�cient
DDOS attack detection in minimum time and reduced hardware resources. [169] suggests hybrid SDN approach through combined utilization of
�ow-based and packet based routing for minimizing false positive rate for DoS attack detection.

3.5.5 Access control in SDN
SDN-based architecture systematically provisions access control mechanisms. SDN is suitable for implementing static as well as dynamic
access control in mobile and IoT-based applications [170]. SDN provision dynamic modi�cation of �ow rules in the network switches to
incorporate robust centralized network access control [171]. However, the centralized architecture of SDN poses serious security issues
especially related to north-bound API and corresponding interfaces. [172] suggested a broadcast encryption scheme so that the network control
resources are encrypted and accessible only to legitimate users. [172] presents a role-based access control model for SDN applications that
segregates secure and no secure communication sessions. Network providers, operators and application developers require control over shared
resources through north bound interface[173]. SDN is expanding as a revolutionary approach to implement central access control and IDS due
to the global view network. [174] have proposed a lightweight blockchain-based IDS for SDN cloud for improved attack mitigation with respect
to detection probability. Utilization of SDN architecture for URLs based detection of phishing attacks with 99.5% detection accuracy [175]. [176]
proposed an Extended Attributes Based Access Control (E-ABAC) model to ensure integrity and con�dentiality in the access control process.
SDN incorporates dynamic �rewall management for secure access control, mitigation of DoS attacks and prevention of malicious tra�c [177].
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Table 6
Focused areas & Solutions for SDN Security

Ref. Year Focused Areas Solutions

[134] 2020 Con�dentiality Block chain technology base con�dentiality mechanism

[137] 2020 Con�dentiality in devices that are only HTTP

[138] 2021 Centralized control of encryption and key management

[94] 2020 OpenFlow channel control to counter threats

[145] 2019 Integrity Blockchain-based solution for tamper resistance of log�les

[146] 2021 Contextual data integrity model

[147] 2019 Forward validation based decision tree

[151] 2018 Authentication Computational power for MEC enabled resource contained nodes

[116] 2019 Hierarchical region-wise authentication

[154] 2019 Ability to absorb all the traditional cryptographic solutions

[158] 2020 Availability ML based DDoS detection scheme

[121] 2020 DDoS attack discovery with SVM model

[123] 2019 Deep learning and other ML approaches

[170] 2018 Access Control Dynamic access control in mobile and IoTs

[171] 2019 Dynamic modi�cation of �ow rules

[172] 2018 Broadcast encryption scheme

[173] 2019 Control over shared resources

[174] 2021 Light weight block chain based IDS

[175] 2021 URLs based detection of phishing attacks

[176] 2019 Extended Attributes Based Access Control (E-ABAC) model

[177] 2021 dynamic management of �rewall

4. Fifth Generation Communication In Sdn Environment
The network equipment manufacturers typically formulate a private description of the interface con�guration; they require a multifaceted
control protocol to execute the con�guration function. Moreover, the interface scheme, con�guration optimization, and network administration
are all complex tasks. Therefore, it becomes challenging for operators to intelligently organize networks as conventional schemes are
inadequate for handling network modernization. Consequently, the idea of SDN is presented in the modern 5G network design. The SDN-based
5G networking scheme is primarily distributed into three portions: control layer, access layer, and forward layer [178]. In SDN-based 5G network
architecture, an intelligent centralized network control entity resides at the control layer. In contrast, User data is separated from the control
plane. Access layer provisions several wireless technologies and network types such as service data �ow with guaranteed high dependability,
ultra-fast speed and average load of the service data �ow. At the same time, COTS hardware-based forward layer can assure low latency,
extraordinary reliability and average load balancing of the service data �ow. In the meantime, well-organized network control and resource
utilization is provided to users through combined attributes of 5G and SDN.

SDN modernization is realized through the network function, where each function is linked with software level control based on virtualization
technology like wireless virtualization [179]. In standard format, the network controller may contain inter-system coordination, radio resource
management [180, 181], policy management, information center, path management, mobility management[182], compatibility for the
conventional network adapter, network resource organization module [183] and so on. Similarly, API provides report state information from to
control cloud from forwarding cloud and access cloud. The control cloud directs 5G cloud architecture. Therefore, network topology contains
service factors and forwarding units. The control cloud selects mainly services-related paths on the basis of user data, service information and
administration policy. Resultantly, user experience and capacity of service networks are improved with cache management. The control cloud
achieves intelligent network tra�c scheduling through the �exible deployment of the forwarding cloud. However, 5G network design will
provision local changes at the intermediary level that will have a constructive in�uence on the expansion of the whole modernized network and
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the evolution of the existing mobile network. Similarly, 5G architecture reins the complications instigated by data �ux, latencies, energy e�cacy
and quantity of connections in varied business scenarios. The incessant area coverage, huge volume, low power operations, minima latencies
[17, 184–189] and high dependability are key application scenarios of mobile networks and the internet.

New orchestration framework and �exible network at the edge can be realized through novel functionalities of modern programming languages
at the data plane [190]. [191] presents a tra�c prediction model based on a Long Short-Term Neural network for dynamic resource allocation for
SDN and Edge computing in 5G. SDN-based location aware network virtualization minimizes network load and resource cost by e�ciently
selecting VMs, VNF nodes, applications and resources [192]. [193] present an Entropy-based simple additive weighting decision-making method
for multi-criteria handover in SDN-based 5G. Light-trails (LTs) architecture-based dynamic bandwidth communication, sub-wavelength optical
grooming and optical layer multicasting are novel implementations in 5G backhaul [194]. [195] proposed a metaheuristic approach for optimal
performance with low complexity for the joint controller and gateway placement in 5G-Satellite SDN. NS's QoS framework in SDN has provided
key QoS indicators for fundamental 5G scenarios [196]. Before the discussion on the joint security paradigm in next paragraph, we provide
Fig. 6 as a joint visualization through the number of security solutions of our review in Section 2 and Section 3, which illustrates the broader
security strength in the modern network through the combined implementation of various security solution in both the emerging g technologies
of 5G and SDN. It is also deducible that SDN based security solution are directed towards strong access control due to centralized architecture.

4.1 5G Security in SDN
The fast expansion of network innovations and radically rationalized management of huge networks is the well-known promise of SDN
technology. Basically, SDN achieves packet forwarding inside the network through centralized monitoring and control of the whole network
through the implementation of control plane architecture [197]. Likewise, 5G encompasses various modern key technologies, but improved
security and high throughput management is attributed to SDN [198, 199]. The study in [200] presented a relative comparison between
conventional and SDN network architecture, focusing on primary network resources essential in traditional networks. [201] used multiple
approaches to achieve synchronization in a data model for the simultaneity of inheritance in SDN networks. The concept of the maximized
cluster in the 5G control plane is proposed by [202] for implanting a security framework in big data analysis. It further deliberates upon various
authentication mechanisms for optimization of control plane and organization of cluster arrangement. [203] have introduced a layered security
architecture for 5G Software De�ned Mobile Networking (SDMN) and cloud computing. The presented method covers �ve mechanisms:
occurrence supervision, policy-controlled communication, security statistics, secure channel, and scrutinized SDMN security for control and data
levels. The deep learning-based IDS approach [121] and multi-layered AI-based IDS solution [163] for SDN-enabled 5G networks effectively
detect and prevent threats. The joint manifestation of 5G and SDN has revolutionized the modern networking security concept. The joint
paradigm of 5G and SDN can be visualized though additional wireless plane as depicted in Fig. 7. The overall emerging concepts with the
integration of 5G and SDN are summarized in Table 7.
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Table 7
Joint Paradigm of 5G & SDN with Solutions and Outcomes

Ref. Year Emerging Concepts Solution Outcomes

[190] 2021 Disruptive
functionalities of P4
language

Novel functionalities at the data plane level in SDN
enabled 5G

New orchestration frameworks at
the edge

[13] 2020 SDN controller
placement

Optimized SDN control placement in ISTNs Minimized the average failure
probability of SSDN control paths

[191] 2021 Neural Network-based
resource allocation

Long Short-Term Neural network for dynamic resource
allocation for SDN and Edge computing in 5G

Improved prediction accuracy

[192] 2020 Location-aware
network

Location-aware network virtualization method Minimized network load and
resource cost

[193] 2021 Entropy-based
decision making

Entropy-based simple additive weighting decision-
making

Enhancement in handover
mechanism

[194] 2021 Dynamic bandwidth
control

LTs architecture of light-trails for micro cells, pico cells,
and femto cells

Realized coordinated multipoint
using light-trails

[195] 2020 Metaheuristic
Approaches

Joint controller and gateway placement in 5G-Satellite
SDN

Improved accuracy and lesser
computational intricacy

[196] 2020 QoS framework for NS QoS framework of NS in 5G and beyond networks based
on SDN

Provide reliable E2E QoS

[201] 2019 SDN based
synchronization

Synchronization in the data model The simultaneity of inheritance in
SDN networks.

[202] 2021 Analysis framework Security framework in dig data analysis Maximized cluster in the 5G control
plane

[203] 2021 SDN based
authentication

Authentication mechanisms for control plane Policy-controlled communication

5. 5g Security And Emerging Networking Concepts
This survey portion covers the utmost prevailing implementations known as NVF, MEC and NS in 5G and SDN-based modern emerging
communication concepts. Likewise, several 5 G-based security solutions are related to these technologies. The implementation of such
technologies is widely suggested in joint SDN and 5G environments. Moreover, the effect of these technologies on network security is also
deliberated in this segment. It can be observed from prevailing research solutions that these technologies are primarily implemented in close
integration with SDN. The reviewed areas are further summarized in Table 8 as well.

5.1 Network Function Virtualization in 5G
Conventional network operations are achieved through speci�c hardware and software implementation. Each hardware node performs an
explicit network functionality [204] communication. However, the multifold advancements in mobile computer networks are being hampered due
to distributed conventional network architecture. Primarily conventional mobile network architecture includes a complicated foundational
structure with an enormous diversity of proprietary hardware nodes. Moreover, this traditional network architecture depicts resistance in
implementing revisions in-network services. Similarly, complicated and costly proprietary hardware machines are making the task more
challenging [205]. However, the modern concepts of networking are quickly resolving these issues. Hence, it is necessary to renovate the network
infrastructure in line with technological advancement systematically. Therefore, independence from hardware limitations has become a focused
area of network providers. The resultant of all these limitations is the conception of Network Virtualization Function (NVF) to rede�ne the
network equipment architecture. The implementation of NVF is achieved through trademarked hardware of various organizations. Network
services hosted on virtual platforms are termed as NVF[206]. However, currently all NFV are incorporated through cloud based software
application. Common Commercial Off The Shelf (COTS) hardware is utilized for the implementation of NVF in network infrastructure.
Elimination of proprietary hardware substantially reduces infrastructure costs. NFV, being a novel technology, is creating tremendous
opportunism for the industry to incorporate various business models. However, it also surfaces challenging security paradigms. Software
de�ned NVF fairly optimized the tra�c matrix for essential endeavors such as model, measure, maintain and augment heterogeneous network
architectures [207].

5G network quality of services is seriously undermined due to security imitations. The security vulnerabilities are spread across hardware as well
as virtual architecture. Particularly, vulnerable NFV renders all other network elements compromised. [208–211] have presented all-inclusive
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surveys of security vulnerabilities in the NFV environment. However, it is suggested that virtualization through SDN and NFV in 5G
communication are expected to �ll the gap of programmable control and management of network [25]. [212] highlighted the security
requirements in NFV mobile cloud architectures. Similarly, NVF vulnerabilities are also discussed [213]. An Intel Software Guard Extensions (Intel
SGX) based novel scheme to counter stealing and manipulation of internal management is discussed by [214]. Intel SGX is also suitable for
SDN controllers to secure network virtualization implementation [175]. Similarly, [215–217] suggested building security management
architecture on this modern NFV. Open�ow infrastructure is also utilized for evaluation and analysis through the concept of Network Security
Function Virtualization (NSFV) [201, 218]. Security concerns associated with network service infrastructure, network surveillance and 5G
networks End to End (E2E) security can be addressed through NSFV. Moreover, several NVF security schemes are also suggested by [219].

5.2 Mobile Edge Computing in 5G
Utilization of network edge for cloud computing implementation in mobile networks is known as MEC or Multi Access Edge Computing [220].
Several SDN-based MEC implementations are available, especially for several solutions related to the 5G network. [221] suggest SDN-based
performance for e�cient control of distributed resources in MEC. SDN-based MEC in 5G provides adaptive control for the initial congestion
window through deep enforcement learning [222]. MEC-based operations are performed close to the user interface and relatively distant from
the network administrator. Therefore, physical attacks are more susceptible to edge devices. The most vulnerable functionalities of edge
computing are billing and management or data route. [223] suggests that logging of periodic polling by edge user to another UE provisions data
tracking by the core 5G network. Several articles have discussed different measures to curtail security vulnerabilities related to MEC. Services
related to multimedia content and multi-shared data are to be potentially secured through Zero-watermarking and visual cryptography [224].
[225] suggests a biometric security solution for facial pictures through the above-mentioned method with unharmed image quality. The same
mechanism is also suggested for copyright protection in multimedia content. Device to Device (D2D) communication with edge nodes has been
proposed as a secure mobile edge computing framework by [226]. Security vulnerabilities in Vehicular Edge Computing (VEC) are countered
through a non-centralized management system [227]. For suitable security scheme implementation in real-time multi-conditional 5G network
ecosystem, [228] presented virtualized fuzzy logic-based Fog and Mobile-Edge Computing (FMEC). [229] suggests a mechanism for
authentication-dependent MSNs with MEC for improving the trust level for Mobile Social Networks (MSNs). The information of social relations
is utilized to re�ne security and effectiveness at the edge in the 5G network. [230] examines security concerns for supporting MEC in IoT
applications.

Cloud-based architecture is a necessity for handling huge streams of continuous data in the modern era of Beyond 5G technology. Limited
storage, energy and dependability are primary restraining factors in mobile end devices. Mobile Cloud Computing (MCC) is recognized as a
potential solution to this problem due to mobile computing and cloud computing integration. This also provides unhampered data access to the
mobile user. This scheme has introduced various security vulnerabilities associated with privacy, data integrity and authentication. Several
secure MCC systems has been discussed by [231]. Likewise in [232] proposes protected and effective data distribution in MCC. It is an
independent of 3rd party mechanism for ensuring data integrity, authentication, privacy, access control and manageability. A chaotic fuzzy
transformation technique has been proposed for incorporating the search route of user’s encrypted data on the cloud in MCC to guarantee
con�dentiality and privacy. Similarly, a low processing requirement-based data distribution process for MCC is suggested by [233]. [142, 234]
offer Ciphertext-Policy an appropriate access control con�guration to ensure cloud security. [235] designed proxy encryption and a ciphertext-
policy framework for Peer to Peer (P2P) storage in the cloud combined with practical and precise handling of cipher text.

Several generic MEC-based security implementations are suggested in the literature that can be optionally employed in 5G Networks. Fog and
cloud computing-based manageable, effective and protected recovery system is presented by [236]. For work�ow applications on centralized
clouds, [237] have presented an extension of the Bell-LaPadula Multi-Level security model-based algorithm. This model introduced an entropy
computing technique for the utmost dependable work�ow placement. A preventive scheme is suggested by [238] to protect the information of
data interchange amongst different data owners from an untruthful cloud server. Another novel implementation is a time-based self-vanishing
mechanism for data security [239]. This scheme employs a Key-Policy with Time-Speci�ed Attributes (KP-TSA) for cloud architecture. For data
�ow administration of smart grids based on big data, [196] suggested that Smart-Frame offer a less vulnerable cloud computing architecture.

5.3 Network Slicing in 5G
A traditional methodology of divide and rule has been utilized in 5G networks. Therefore, 5G networks are managed for security services through
NS. NS is built on the foundation of SDN and NVF technologies [240]. [241] suggested SDN-based NS in 3GPP network slice management for
fundamental operations speci�c federated control. In order to get executed on the upper layer of speci�c shared physical network services,
various logical/virtual networks are deployed as a unique form of NFV. Global con�guration of the network resources, isolation of Adhoc-users
and optimization in distinct tra�c clusters are primary functions of NS [242]. Particularly desired functionalities in the form of a case/�eld are
segregated as slices. A solo physical network is distributed virtually, each recognized as a comprehensive E2E network. All fundamental services
like access, transport, device and core network are entirely isolated from each other to function independently in various dedicated services and
scenarios. Security, QoS and resource management are completely optimized through NS-based division. Thus, E2E NS is employed to manage
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computing, network and storage resources. Enhanced compatibility, network infrastructure management, and asset dissemination are
considered primary functionalities of NS in 5G. Similarly, NS security is an essentially focused requirement for effective NS functionality.
Similarly, several requirements necessitate a robust controlling scheme, such as unplanned communication among operational applications,
network operator, signaling, and management level communication. Therefore, an e�cient scheme is mandatory for the security of connections
between operations, slices, and edges to meet the operator’s security criteria.

NS concept is considered substantially vulnerable without a secure communication mechanism among various distributed slices. Attack on
communication in NSs can cause underutilization of resources due to hampered slices management services [243]. NSs are loaded in the host
machine dynamically by the slice manager. Therefore, an authentication mechanism between the network slice manager and the physical host
is deemed essential for safe and secure communication [244]. Especially, the virtual entities in the slice are more vulnerable as they can be
vanished, changed, or modi�ed with another fresh request by a malevolent or non- malevolent actor. This kind of attack can disrupt all network
slices' functionalities, which can be avoided through a strong authentication mechanism for network slices. There are diverse properties of
network slices related to performance and latency due to application-oriented protocols and network services. However, this diversity must not
be a challenge if a baseline security level universal for all layers is implemented without any exception. Similarly, all level must contain evenly
characterized security infrastructure in case the baseline scheme unavailable.

A hierarchical authentication mechanism is suggested by [245]. In this scheme, users are �rst required to link with the less secure slice by
authentication and then access the fully secured slice—a famous vulnerability in any communication system a the denial of service. Similarly,
network slicing is also vulnerable in case common resources are exhausted. For assured maximum and minimum recommended levels of
resources, network slicing must-have functionalities of capping resources and optionally ring-fencing resources. Ring-fencing embeds
competence in NS managers to initiate security protocols even in case of resource exhaustion [243]. There are also several other vulnerabilities
like leakage of any cryptographic information through the side-channel attack. Mainly, side-channel attacks are more probable during slice share
primary hardware. Side-channel attacks can be countered through the segregation of virtual machines that averts the code disclosure of one
virtual element due to the code compromise of some other virtual entity. Hence, it is mandatory to incorporate resilient security mechanism is
both UEs and network for competent safety [243]. There is expectedly an elevated possibility of new security threats due to many linked devices
in 5G networks. [246–249] have discussed the demands and requirements of system security Next Generation Mobile Network (NGMN) and
solutions to some probable threats. NGMN is emerging as a model of innovative methods, authentication for network slicing, network delays,
access network, and reliable user experience for most security threats. [250] proposed cross payer control based on SDN for network
management through NS-enabled Radio Access Network (RAN) in 5G network.
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Table 8
Issues in Emerging Networking Technologies related to 5G

Ref. Year Technology /
Domain

Issues Recommendation

[218] 2020 NFV Stealing and manipulation of internal
management Data

Intel SGX for secure SDN controller in NVF

[201] 2019 Securing resources and dynamic control
functionality

Evaluation and analysis through the concept of NSFV

[224] 2017 MEC Multimedia content and multi shared data
security

Zero-watermarking and visual cryptography

[225] 2017 Copyright protection in multimedia Biometric security solution

[228] 2019 VEC Real-time multi-conditional network ecosystem based
on FMEC

[229] 2021 The trust level for Mobile Social Networks Authentication dependent MSNs with MEC

[232] 2019 Con�dentiality and privacy Chaotic fuzzy transformation technique

[233] 2018 Low processing requirement Data distribution process for MCC

[235] 2021 Handling cipher text A proxy encryption and a cipher text-policy framework

[236] 2020 Effective and protected recovery system A fog and cloud computing-based solution

[237] 2018 Work�ow applications security on
centralized clouds

Extension of the Bell-La Padula Multi-Level security
model

[239] 2019 Data interchange amongst different data
owners

Time-based self-vanishing mechanism for data
security

[251] 2019 Data �ow administration of smart grids Smart-Frame to offer a less vulnerable cloud
computing architecture.

[244] 2020 NS Attack for underutilization of resources Authentication mechanism between network slice
manager

[245] 2020 Evenly characterized security infrastructure A hierarchical authentication mechanism

[243] 2019 Vulnerable in case common resources are
exhausted

Ring-fencing

6. Research Directions
Current network infrastructure has huge expansion in various dimensions like the enormous quantity of user's data and eased network
operations. However, several limiting factors simultaneously prevail even when there is substantial capacity in terms of spectrum utilization and
data rates. 5G network have visible enhancement certainly in conveying a lot of ease to communication services in terms of enactment,
competence and QoS speci�cations. However, this modernization is also surfacing various challenging issues; we will deliberate certain utmost
prevailing complications confronted in the joint paradigm of SDN and 5G network along with a summary in Table 9.

6.1 mm-Wave or Tera-Hertz Spectrum
Several limiting factors exist for employing mm-Wave or THz technology in 5G “beachfront spectrum” [252]. However, the performance gains in
bandwidth are worthy of such limiting factors [15, 245]. The primary problem of mm-Wave and THz is the properties related to signal fading and
distortion problems during the propagation process in Beyond 5G networks [252]. SDN management architecture can optimize TH spectrum and
network resources in the 5G era [253]. Dynamic beamforming control services management through SDN architecture is possible in 5G networks
[254]. SDN along with NVF has potential to virtualize the mm-Wave beamforming concepts in RANs for handling massive �ux of connections in
5G communication [255].

6.2 Un-availability of Universal Channel
A major challenge of 5G is more channels [256]. While mm-Wave still contains room for research to avoid the delay and blocking issues [257].
The resolution of these complications is valuable to promote research in designing air interfaces and multiple access mechanisms. In [258],
joint optimization of fronthaul Grade-of-Service (GoS) for minimized power consumption is proposed. [259] suggests a novel SDN-based
handover approach for advance channel allocation in a 5G SDN-based network. SDN based mobility management can optimize MEC-enabled
5G vehicular networks [260].
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6.3 Transmission Latency
Millimeter-wave is highly sensitive to the surrounding atmosphere of transmitter and receiver hardware [261]. Thus, the design of RF hardware is
also a key area of research for improved performance of 5G infrastructure. This area seems quite lagging compared to evolution and research in
modern networking concepts. Slicing in the SDN core network can achieve ultra-low latencies for 5G-based autonomous systems [262].
Similarly, adaptive clustering for tra�c aggregation can substantially reduce the bit error rate in SDN-enabled 5G networks [263]. [264] presented
a queuing model-based analysis to reduce overall network congestions and latencies in SDN-enabled 5G networks. 5G has extremely
challenging delay management or real-time operations requirements. Current literature shows that 5G is still waiting for further research to
reduce network time below one millisecond [265].

6.4 Energy E�ciency
The modern IoT paradigm and mobile ecosystem are increasing stress on energy e�ciency in 5G design. Presently, the increased concentration
of base stations is the primary power-consuming element in the 5G architecture. Similarly, massive data consumption will push the spectrum
capacity to limits [266]. Moreover, the user handing over among base stations will also boost the power consumption. Although a lot of effort is
in the pipeline, there is still a requirement if research in devising energy-saving techniques. Currently, edge computing, renewable energy
technologies, and energy-aware technology are prevailing as potential solutions to this challenge. [267] proposed a novel e�cient energy
consumption approach at the expense of the processing power of the SDN controller. SDN provides a management architecture in 5G Internet of
Vehicle (IoV) architecture to effectively handle resources [268]. [269] suggested using NVF and SDN as enablers for e�cient energy
consumption by network resources. SDN/NVF enables joint routing and function placement scheme for energy e�ciency, the simulation-based
results show up to 70% energy economy through the proposed algorithm [270].

6.5 Scalability
Centralized management architecture of 5G may produce network congestion among switches and controllers [271, 272]. Hence, it is necessary
to keep scalability a paramount requirement [273–276]. Similarly, a dramatic increase in UEs is a concerning factor [266]. Therefore, a focused
researcher is necessary for optimizing resource consumption, such as network data aggregation technologies [277]. [278] presented a hybrid
SDN-based 5G core network for e�cient path computation and reduced synchronization overhead. Likewise, an SDN-based synchronization
mechanism for the 5G core network is considered optimal for achieving scalability [279].

6.6 Mobility and Routing
Communication services are primarily in�uenced by the mobility of devices in the wireless network. In 5G, the centralized network controller SDN
can effectively address positional changes in both horizontal and vertical dimensions through sensors and geodata [266, 275]. Moreover, this
centralized control architecture also reduces link failures and unplanned route changes in static network devices [271, 274]. However, these
factors have gained only limited attention in the literature. [280] addresses mobility management through SDN, NFV and MEC in 5G network.
[281] presents feasibility for implementation of SDN OpenFlow for 5G mobile network. [282] suggests SDN based routing optimization for
network load balancing and energy e�cient routing in 5G enabled mobile networks.

6.7 Interoperability
The functionality of SDN in the 3GPP framework is still debatable as there is a contradictory perception in this domain, such as certain groups
propose that additional adjustments should be incorporated in the protocol while others argue for developing a novel universal design from
basics [266, 275, 283]. [272] and [273] suggest incorporation of interoperability among various network controller software. But this concept
requires in-depth analysis and further research to verify hardware and software compatibility. 5G heterogeneous IoT can be handled using
semantic technologies in combination with that of SDN [284]. [285] proposed a novel Synchronous Digital Hierarchy (SDH) achieve
interoperability with higher-level protocol in the 5G network.

6.8 Performance Evaluation
Integrated LTE-SDN operations are discussed in the literature; however, practical evaluation of performance parameters requires further formal
research [271, 272, 275, 277, 283, 286–288]. Virtual scenarios of the LTE-SDN combination are built by [266, 275–277]. But these scenarios are
focused on speci�c functionalities; therefore, an inclusive and general veri�cation mechanism should be offered to authenticate modern
concepts.

6.9 Virtual Machine Employment
SDN can support network operations attain excellent outcomes regarding VM employment, but it also has certain security issues especially
related to data privacy and availability [289]. Therefore, Research for safe, resilient and continuous availability VM is crucial and very limited
literature is available in this domain.
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6.10 Security
5G has revolutionized wireless networks [288, 290]. The traditional wireless network contained several shortcomings; however, SDN in 5G has a
completely new scheme, but several open-ended issues and unknown challenges require enormous research. Such as DDoS discovery counter
mechanism [291], MitM attack Counters [292], 5G-SDN ecosystem-based IDS, IPS [293].
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Table 9
5G & SDN research trends and challenges

Ref. Research Area Challenges & Trends

[252] mm-Wave or Tera-Hertz
Spectrum

Signal fading and distortion problem during the propagation process

[245, 261] Performance gains in bandwidth

[253] SDN management architecture for joint optimization of 5G TH
spectrum

[254] Dynamic beamforming control services in 5G networks

[256] Un-availability of Universal
Channel

Extra number of channels

[257] Avoidance of the delay and blocking issues

[258] Joint optimization for minimized power consumption

[259] SDN based advance channel allocation in 5G SDN based network

[261] Transmission Latency Millimeter-wave high sensitivity to the surrounding atmosphere

[262] 5G slicing in SDN for ultra-low latencies in autonomous systems

[263] Adaptive clustering in SDN enabled 5G

[264] A queuing model-based analysis to reduce network congestions

[265] Reduce network time below one millisecond

[266] Energy E�ciency Energy e�ciency in 5G mobile ecosystem

[267] E�cient energy at the expense of processing power of SDN controller

[268] SDN based 5G IoV architecture

[269] NVF and SDN as enablers for e�cient energy consumption

[271, 272] Scalability Management architecture of 5G for congestion control

[277] Optimizing resource consumption in network data aggregation
technologies

[278] Hybrid SDN based 5G core network for e�cient path computation

[279] SDN based synchronization mechanism for scalable 5G core network

[266, 275] Mobility and Routing Positional changes in 3 dimensions

[271, 274] Handling of link failures

[280] Mobility management

[281] Implementation of SDN OpenFlow for 5G mobile network

[266, 275, 283] Interoperability Additional adjustments in the protocol for developing a universal
design in 5G

[272, 273] Veri�cation of hardware and software compatibility

[284] 5G heterogeneous IoT using the semantic technologies in combination
with SDN

[285] SDH to achieve interoperability in 5G network

[271, 272, 275, 277, 283, 286–
288]

Performance Evaluation Formal evaluation of performance parameters

[266, 275–277] Virtual scenarios of LTE-SDN combination

[283] Virtual Machine Employment SDN operations and VM employment

[291] Security DDoS discovery, the counter mechanism

[292] MitM attack Counters

[293] 5G-SDN ecosystem-based IDS, IPS
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7. Conclusion
In this paper, we presented a detailed survey on the joint paradigm of 5G and SDN emerging mobile technologies focusing on architecture and
security. The leading portion was regarding the 5G evolution, foundational technologies and security. We presented a comprehensive review of
the latest CIA3 based security analysis and threat categorization related to 5G employment in the modern network environment. We provided a
similar methodical outline of SDN with this premise. Further, we discussed the advantages, security and improvement in network architecture
related to joint implementation of 5G and SDN. We also presented pictorial overview of all the inferences of our review regarding combined
employment of 5G and SDN. Moreover, we also reviewed the 5G security solutions and challenges in emerging network technologies, including
NVF, MEC and NS. Finally, we discussed the open-ended problems, unaddressed factors and future research directions of 5G and SDN network
technologies. Our survey conclusively advocates revolution in modern network communication due to the joint paradigm of 5G and SDN. It can
be imperatively concluded that modern network communication will be de�nitely revolutionized in terms of architecture and security due to joint
implementation of 5G and SDN.
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Figure 2

Structure and Organization of this paper

Figure 3

5G scenarios
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Figure 4

CIA3 based Threat landscape of 5G communication

Figure 5

SDN Controller and OpenFlow
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Figure 6

Security solutions in Joint CIA3 of 5G and SDN 

Figure 7

Joint security paradigm of SDN & 5G 


